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Abstract. Since programming languages are Turing complete, it is impossible
to decide for all programs whether a given non-trivial semantic property is valid
or not. The way-out chosen by abstract interpretation is to provide approximate
methods which may fail to certify a program property on some programs. Precision of the analysis can be measured by providing classes of programs for which
the analysis is complete, i.e., decides the property in question. Here, we consider
analyses of polynomial identities between integer variables such as x1 · x2 −
2x3 = 0. We describe current approaches and clarify their completeness properties. We also present an extension of our approach based on weakest precondition
computations to programs with procedures and equality guards.

1 Introduction
Invariants and intermediate assertions are the key to deductive verification of programs.
Correspondingly, techniques for automatically checking and finding invariants and intermediate assertions have been studied (cf., e.g., [3, 2, 22]). In this paper we present
analyses that check and find valid polynomial identities in programs. A polynomial
identity is a formula p(x1 , . . . , xk ) = 0 where p(x1 , . . . , xk ) is a multi-variate polynomial in the program variables x1 , . . . , xk .3
Looking for valid polynomial identities is a rather general question with many applications. Many classical data flow analysis problems can be seen as problems about
polynomial identities. Some examples are: finding definite equalities among variables
like x = y; constant propagation, i.e., detecting variables or expressions with a constant
value at run-time; discovery of symbolic constants like x = 5y+2 or even x = yz2 +42;
detection of complex common sub-expressions where even expressions are sought which
are syntactically different but have the same value at run-time such as xy+42 = y2 +5;
and discovery of loop induction variables.
Polynomial identities found by an automatic analysis are also useful for program
verification, as they provide non-trivial valid assertions about the program. In particular,
loop invariants can be discovered fully automatically. As polynomial identities express
3

More generally our analyses can handle positive Boolean combinations of polynomial identities.

quite complex relationships among variables, the discovered assertions may form the
backbone of the program proof and thus significantly simplify the verification task.
In the following, we critically review different approaches for determining valid
polynomial identities with an emphasis on their precision. In expressions, only addition
and multiplication are treated exactly, and, except for guards of the form p 6= 0 for polynomials p, conditional choice is generally approximated by non-deterministic choice.
These assumptions are crucial for the design of effective exact analyses [12, 13]. Such
programs will be called polynomial in the sequel.
Much research has been devoted to polynomial programs without procedure calls,
i.e., intraprocedural analyses. Karr was the first who studied this problem [11]. He
considers polynomials of degree at most 1 (affine expressions) both in assignments and
in assertions and presents an algorithm which, in absence of guards, determines all
valid affine identities. This algorithm has been improved by the authors and extended
to deal with polynomial identities up to a fixed degree [13]. Gulwani and Necula also
re-considered Karr’s analysis problem [7] recently. They use randomization in order to
improve the complexity of the analysis at the price of a small probability of finding
invalid identities.
The first attempt to generalize Karr’s method to polynomial assignments is [12]
where we show that validity of a polynomial identity at a given target program point is
decidable for polynomial programs. Later, Rodriguez-Carbonell et al. propose an analysis based on the observation that the set of identities which are valid at a program point
can be described by a polynomial ideal [20]. Their analysis is based on a constraint system over polynomial ideals whose greatest solution precisely characterizes the set of all
valid identities. The problem, however, with this approach is that descending chains of
polynomial ideals may be infinite implying that no effective algorithm can be derived
from this characterization. Therefore, they provide special cases [21] or approximations that allow to infer some valid identities. Opposed to that, our approach is based
on effective weakest precondition computations [12, 14]. We consider assertions to be
checked for validity and compute for every program point weakest preconditions which
also are represented by ideals. In this case, fixpoint iteration results in ascending chains
of ideals which are guaranteed to terminate by Hilbert’s basis theorem. Therefore, our
method provides a decision procedure for validity of polynomial identities. By using
a generic identity with unknowns instead of coefficients, this method also provides an
algorithm for inferring all valid polynomial identities up to a given degree [14].
An interprocedural generalization of Karr’s algorithm is given in [15]. Using techniques from linear algebra, we succeed in inferring all interprocedurally valid affine
identities in programs with affine assignments and no guards. The method easily generalizes to inferring also all polynomial identities up to a fixed degree in these programs.
A generalization of the intraprocedural randomized algorithm to programs with procedures is possible as well [8]. A first attempt to infer polynomial identities in presence
of polynomial assignments and procedure calls is provided by Colon [4]. His approach
is based on ideals of polynomial transition invariants. We illustrate, though, the pitfalls
of this approach and instead show how the idea of precondition computations can be
extended to an interprocedural analysis. In a natural way, the latter analysis also extends
the interprocedural analysis from [15] where only affine assignments are considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notions.
Section 3 provides a precise characterization of all valid polynomial identities by means
of a constraint system. This characterization is based on forward propagation. Section
4 provides a second characterization based on effective weakest precondition computation. This leads to backwards-propagation algorithms. Both Sections 3 and 4 consider
only programs without procedures. Section 5 explains an extension to polynomial programs with procedures based on polynomial transition invariants and indicates its limitations. Section 6 presents a possible extension of the weakest-precondition approach to
procedures. Section 7 then indicates how equality guards can be added to the analyses.
Finally, Section 8 summarizes and gives further directions of research.

2 The General Set-up
We use similar conventions as in [15, 17, 16] which we recall here in order to be selfcontained. Thus, programs are modeled by systems of non-deterministic flow graphs
that can recursively call each other as in Fig. 1. Let X = {x1 , . . . , xk } be the set of
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Fig. 1. An interprocedural program.

(global) variables the program operates on. For ease of presentation, we assume that
variables take values in the field Q. Similar arguments, though, can also be applied in
case values are integers from Z or even when we consider values from a modular ring
Zm for some m = 2w , w ≥ 1, as used in programming languages such as Java [17, 16].
In the programs we analyze, we assume the assignments to variables to be of the
form xj := p for some polynomial p from Q[X], i.e., the ring of all polynomials with
coefficients from Q and variables from X. Note that this restriction does not come by

accident. It is well-known [9, 19] that it is undecidable for non-deterministic flow graphs
to determine whether a given variable holds a constant value at a given program point
in all executions if the full standard signature of arithmetic operators (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) is available. Constancy of a variable is obviously a
polynomial identity: x is a constant at program point n if and only if the polynomial
identity x − c = 0 is valid at n for some c ∈ Q. Clearly, we can write all expressions
involving addition, subtraction, and multiplication with polynomials. Thus, if we allow
also division, validity of polynomial identities becomes undecidable.
Assignments with non-polynomial expressions or input dependent values are therefore assumed to be abstracted with non-deterministic assignments. A non-deterministic
assignment of the form xj :=? (with xj ∈ X) is meant to represent the non-deterministic
choice between all assignments xj := c, c ∈ Q. In general, we also assume that conditional branching is abstracted with non-deterministic branching, i.e., either way is
possible. Note that in [13] it is pointed out that in presence of equality guards, exact
constant propagation again becomes undecidable. The only form of guards at edges
which we can handle within our framework precisely are disequality guards of the form
p 6= 0 for some polynomial p. In order to reduce the number of program points in
examples, we sometimes annotate edges with sequences of assignments. Also, we use
assignments xj := xj which have no effect onto the program state as skip-statements
and omit these in pictures. For the moment, skip-statements are used to abstract, e.g.,
equality guards. In Section 7, we will present methods which approximatively deal with
equality guards.
A polynomial program comprises a finite set Proc of procedure names with one
distinguished procedure Main. Execution starts with a call to Main. Each procedure
q ∈ Proc is specified by a distinct finite edge-labeled control flow graph with a single
start point stq and a single return point retq where each edge is labeled with an assignment, a non-deterministic assignment, a disequality guard or a call to some procedure.
For simplicity, we only consider procedures without parameters or return values operating on global variables. The framework, though, can straightforwardly be extended to
procedures with local variables, call-by-value parameter passing and return values.
The basic approach of [15, 13, 17] which we take up here is to construct a precise
abstract interpretation of a constraint system characterizing the concrete program semantics. For that, we model a state attained by program execution when reaching a
program point or procedure by a k-dimensional vector x = [x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ Qk where
xi is the value assigned to variable xi . Runs through the program execute sequences of
assignments and guards. Each such sequence induces a partial polynomial transformation of the program state.
A (total) polynomial transformation τ can be described by a vector of polynomials
τ = [q1 , . . . , qk ] where τ applied to a vector x equals the vector:
τ (x) = [q1 (x), . . . , qk (x)]
where we have written q ′ (x) for the value returned by a polynomial q ′ for the vector x.
A partial polynomial transformation π is a pair π = (q, τ ) of a polynomial q and a polynomial transformation τ . If q(x) 6= 0 then π(x) is defined and returns τ (x). Otherwise,
π(x) is undefined. Partial polynomial transformations are closed under composition

[14]. The partial polynomial transformations corresponding to single assignments and
disequality guards are given by:
[[xj := p]] = (0, [x1 , . . . , xj−1 , p, xj+1 , . . . , xk ])
[[q 6= 0]] = (q, [x1 , . . . , xk ])
The definition of a partial polynomial transformation is readily extended to sets of
states. Since in general, procedures have multiple runs, we model their semantics by
sets of partial polynomial transformations.

3 Intraprocedural Analysis: Forward Iteration
Let π = (q, τ ) be the partial polynomial transformation induced by some program run.
Then, a polynomial identity p = 0 is said to be valid after this run if, for each initial
state x ∈ Qk , either q(x) = 0 – in this case the run is not executable from x – or
q(x) 6= 0 and p(τ (x)) = 0 – in this case the run is executable from x and the final
state computed by the run is τ (x). A polynomial identity p = 0 is said to be valid at a
program point v if it is valid after every run reaching v.
Clearly, if p = 0 is valid then also r · p = 0 for arbitrary polynomials r. Also, if
p1 = 0 and p2 = 0 are valid then also p1 + p2 = 0 is valid. Thus, the set of polynomials
p for which p = 0 is valid at v forms a polynomial ideal.4 Recall that, by Hilbert’s basis
theorem, every polynomial ideal I ⊆ Q[X] can be finitely represented by:
I = hp1 , . . . , pm i =df {r1 · p1 + . . . + rm · pm | ri ∈ Q[X]}
for suitable p1 , . . . , pm ∈ Q[X]. The set {p1 , . . . , pm } is also said to generate the
ideal I. Based on such representations, algorithms have been developed for fundamental
operations on ideals [1]. In particular, membership is decidable for ideals as well as
containment and equality. Moreover, the set of all ideals I ⊆ Q[X] forms a complete
lattice w.r.t. set inclusion “⊆” where the least and greatest elements are the zero ideal
{0} and the complete ring Q[X], respectively. The greatest lower bound of a set of
ideals is simply given by their intersection while their least upper bound is the ideal
sum. More precisely, the sum of the ideals I1 and I2 is defined by
I1 ⊕ I2 = {p1 + p2 | p1 ∈ I1 , p2 ∈ I2 }
A set of generators for the sum I1 ⊕ I2 is obtained by taking the union of sets of
generators for the ideals I1 and I2 .
For the moment, let us consider intraprocedural analysis only, i.e., analysis of programs just consisting of the procedure Main and without procedure calls. Such program
consist of a single control-flow graph. As an example, consider the program in Fig. 2.
Given that the set of valid polynomial identities at every program point can be described by polynomial ideals, we can characterize the sets of valid polynomial identities
by means of the following constraint system F :
4

A polynomial ideal I is a set of polynomial which is closed under addition and under multiplication with arbitrary polynomials: ∀p, q ∈ I : p + q ∈ I and ∀p ∈ I, q ∈ Q[X] : p · q ∈ I.
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Fig. 2. A program without procedures.

F (start)
F (v)
F (v)
F (v)

⊆
⊆
⊆
⊆

{0}
[[xi := p]]♯ (F (u))
[[xi := ?]]♯ (F (u))
[[p 6= 0]]♯ (F (u))

(u, v) an assignment xi := p
(u, v) an assignment xi := ?
(u, v) a guard p 6= 0

where the effects of assignments and disequality guards onto ideals I are given by:
[[xi := p]]♯ (I) = {q | q[p/xi ] ∈ I}
Pm
[[xi := ?]]♯ (I) = { j=0 qj xji | qj ∈ I ∩ Q[X\{xi }]}
[[p 6= 0]]♯ (I) = {q | p · q ∈ I}
Intuitively, these definitions can be read as follows. A polynomial identity q is valid after
an execution step iff its weakest precondition was valid before the step. For an assignment xi := p, this weakest precondition equals q[p/xi ] = 0. For a non-deterministic
Pm
assignment xi := ?, the weakest precondition of a polynomial q = j=0 qj xji with
qj ∈ Q[X\{xi }] is given by:
∀ xi . q = 0 ≡ q0 = 0 ∧ . . . ∧ qm = 0
Finally, for a disequality guard p 6= 0, the weakest precondition is given by:
¬(p 6= 0) ∨ q = 0 ≡ p = 0 ∨ q = 0 ≡ p · q = 0
Obviously, the operations [[xi := t]]♯ , [[xi := ?]]♯ , and [[p 6= 0]]♯ are monotonic. Therefore by the fixpoint theorem of Knaster-Tarski, the constraint system F has a unique
greatest solution over the lattice of ideals of Q[X]. By definition, the operations commute with arbitrary intersections. Therefore, using standard coincidence theorems for
completely distributive intraprocedural dataflow frameworks [10], we conclude:

Theorem 1. Assume p is a program without procedures. The greatest solution of the
constraint system F for p precisely characterizes at every program point v, the set of
all valid polynomial identities.
⊓
⊔
The abstract effect of a disequality guard is readily expressed as an ideal quotient for
which effective implementations are well-known. The abstract assignment operations,
though, which we have used in the constraint system F are not very explicit. In order
to obtain an effective abstract assignment operation, we intuitively proceed as follows.
First, we replace the variable xi appearing on the left-hand side of the assignment with
a new variable z both in the ideal I and the right-hand side of the assignment. The
variable z thus represents the value of xi before the assignment. Then we add the new
relationship introduced by the assignment (if there is any) and compute the ideal closure
to add all implied polynomial relationships between the variables X and z. Since the
old value of the overwritten variable is no longer accessible, we keep from the implied
identities only those between the variables from X. Formally, we verify:
Lemma 1. For every ideal I = hp1 , . . . , pn i ⊆ Q[X] and polynomial p ∈ Q[X],
1. {q | q[p/xi ] ∈ I} = hxi − s, s1 , . . . , sk i ∩ Q[X] and
Pm
2. { j=0 qj xji | qj ∈ I ∩ Q[X\{xi }]} = hs1 , . . . , sn i ∩ Q[X] ,
where s = p[z/xi ] and sj = pj [z/xi ] for i = 1, . . . , n.
Note that the only extra operation on ideals we use here is the restriction of an ideal
to polynomials with variables from a subset. This operation is also called elimination
and standard effective algorithms are known [1].
Proof. Assume that the ideal I is generated fromPthe polynomials p1 , . . . , pn . We only
prove statement (1). Assume q = q0 (xi − s) + nj=1 qj sj does not contain variable z
where q0 , . . . , qn ∈ Q[X ∪ {z}], s = p[z/xi ] and for all j, sj = pj [z/xi ]. Since the sj
do not contain xi ,
Pn
q[p/xi ] = q0′ (p − s) + j=1 qj′ sj
for suitable polynomials q0′ , . . . , qn′ . Substituting again xi for z in this equation, we
therefore obtain:
Pn
q[p/xi ] = q0′′ (p − p) + j=1 qj′′ pj
Pn
= j=1 qj′′ pj
for suitable polynomials q0′′ , . . . , qn′′ . Therefore, q[p/xi ] ∈ I.
Pn
For the reverse implication assume q[p/xi ] ∈ I which means that q[p/xi ] = j=1 qj pj
for suitablePpolynomials qj . Substituting z for xi in this equation, therefore gives us
n
q[s/xi ] = j=1 qj′ sj for suitable polynomials qj′ where s = p[z/xi ] and sj = pj [z/xi ].
Now recall the identity (for k > 0):
xki − sk = gk · (xi − s) for gk =

k−1
X
h=0

xhi sk−1−h

P
and assume that q = dk=0 rk xki for polynomials rk ∈ Q[X\{xi }]. Then
Pd
rk · (xki − sk ) + q[s/xi ]
q =
Pn
Pk=0
d
′
=
j=1 qj sj
k=1 rk gk · (xi − s) +
P
Pd
n
= q0′ · (xi − s) + j=1 qj′ sj
for the polynomial q0′ = k=1 rk gk .
Therefore, q ∈ hxi − s, s1 , . . . , sn i. Since q ∈ Q[X], the assertion follows.

⊓
⊔

According to Lemma 1, all operations used in the constraint system F are effective.
Nonetheless, this does not in itself provide us with an analysis algorithm. The reason
is that the polynomial ring has infinite decreasing chains of ideals. And indeed, simple
programs can be constructed where fixpoint iteration will not terminate.
Example 1. Consider our simple example from Fig. 2. There, we obtain the ideal for
program point 1 as the infinite intersection:
F (1) = hz, y − 1i ∩
hz − 1, y − xi ∩
hz − 1 − x, y − x2 i ∩
hz − 1 − x − x2 , y − x3 i ∩
...

⊓
⊔

Despite infinitely descending chains, the greatest solution of F has been determined
precisely by Rodriguez-Carbonell et al. [21] — but only for a sub-class of programs.
Rodriguez-Carbonell et al. consider simple loops whose bodies consist of a finite nondeterministic choice between sequences of assignments satisfying additional restrictive
technical assumptions. No complete methods are known for significantly more general
classes of programs. Based on constraint system F , we nonetheless obtain an effective
analysis which infers some valid polynomial identities by applying widening for fixpoint acceleration [6]. This idea has been proposed, e.g., by Rodriguez-Carbonell and
Kapur [20] and Colon [4]. We will not pursue this idea here. Instead, we propose a
different approach.

4 Intraprocedural Analysis: Backward Propagation
The key idea of [12, 14] is this: instead of propagating ideals of valid identities in a
forward direction, we start with a conjectured identity qt = 0 at some program point v
and compute weakest preconditions for this assertion by backwards propagation. The
conjecture is proven if and only if the weakest precondition at program entry start =
stMain is true. The assertion true, i.e., the empty conjunction is uniquely represented by
the ideal {0}. Note that it is decidable whether or not a polynomial ideal equals {0}.
Assignments and disequality guards now induce transformations which for every
postcondition, return the corresponding weakest precondition:
[[xi := p]]T q = hq[p/xi ]i
P
j
[[xi :=?]]T q = hq1 , . . . , qm i where q = m
j=0 qj xi with qj ∈ Q[X\{xi }]
[[p 6= 0]]T q = hp · qi

Note that we have represented the disjunction p = 0 ∨ q = 0 by p · q = 0. Also, we have
represented conjunctions of equalities by the ideals generated by the respective polynomials. The definitions of our transformers are readily extended to transformers for
ideals, i.e., conjunctions of identities. For a given target program point t and conjecture
qt = 0, we therefore can construct a constraint system B:
B(t)
B(u)
B(u)
B(u)

⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇

hqt i
[[xi := p]]T (B(v))
[[xi :=?]]T (B(v))
[[p 6= 0]]T (B(v))

(u, v) labeled with xi := p
(u, v) labeled with xi :=?
(u, v) labeled with p 6= 0

Since the basic operations are monotonic, the constraint system B has a unique
least solution in the lattice of ideals of Q[X]. Consider a single execution path π whose
effect is described by the partial polynomial transformation (q0 , [q1 , . . . , qk ]). Then the
corresponding weakest precondition is given by:
[[π]]T p = hq0 · p[q1 /x1 , . . . , qk /xk ]i
The weakest precondition of p w.r.t. a set of execution paths can be described by the
ideal generated by the weakest preconditions for every execution path in the set separately. Since the basic operations in the constraint system B commute with arbitrary
least upper bounds, we once more apply standard coincidence theorems to conclude:
Theorem 2. Assume p is a polynomial program without procedures and t is a program
point of p. Assume the least solution of the constraint system B for a conjecture qt = 0
at t assigns the ideal I to program point start. Then, qt = 0 is valid at t iff I = {0}. ⊓
⊔
Using a representation of ideals through finite sets of generators, the applications of
weakest precondition transformers for edges can be effectively computed. A computation of the least solution of the constraint system B by standard fixpoint iteration leads
to ascending chains of ideals. Therefore, in order to obtain an effective algorithm, we
only must assure that ascending chains of ideals are ultimately stable. Due to Hilbert’s
basis theorem, this property indeed holds in polynomial rings over fields (as well as
over integral domains like Z). Therefore, the fixpoint characterization of Theorem 2
gives us an effective procedure for deciding whether or not a conjectured polynomial
identity is valid at some program point of a polynomial program.
Corollary 1. In a polynomial program without procedures, it can effectively be checked
whether or not a polynomial identity is valid at some target point.
⊓
⊔
Example 2. Consider our example program from Fig. 2. If we want to check the conjecture z · x − z − y + 1 = 0 for program point 1, we obtain:
B(2) ⊇ h(z · x − z − y + 1)[y · x/y]i
= hz · x − z − y · x + 1i
Since,
(z · x − z − y · x + 1)[z + y/z] = z · x − z − y + 1

the fixpoint is already reached for program points 1 and 2. Thus,
B(1) = hz · x − z − y + 1i
B(2) = hz · x − z − y · x + 1i
Moreover,
B(0) = h(z · x − z − y + 1)[0/z, 1/y]i
= h0i = {0}
Therefore, the conjecture is proved.

⊓
⊔

It seems that the algorithm of testing whether a certain given polynomial identity
p0 = 0 is valid at some program point contains no clue on how to infer so far unknown valid polynomial identities. This, however, is not quite true. We show now how
to determine all polynomial identities of some arbitrary given form that are valid at a
given program point of interest. The form of a polynomial is given by a selection of
monomials that may occur in the polynomial.
Let D ⊆ Nk0 be a finite set of exponent tuples for the variables x1 , . . . , xk . Then a
polynomial q is called a D-polynomial if it contains only monomials b · xi11 · . . . · xikk ,
b ∈ Q, with (i1 , . . . , ik ) ∈ D, i.e., if it can be written as
X
aσ · xi11 · . . . · xikk
q=
σ=(ik ,...,ik )∈D

If, for instance, we choose D = {(i1 , . . . , ik ) | i1 + . . . + ik ≤ d} for a fixed maximal
degree d ∈ N, then the D-polynomials are all the polynomials up to degree d. Here the
degree of a polynomial is the maximal degree of a monomial occurring in q where the
degree of a monomial b · xi11 · . . . · xikk , b ∈ Q, equals i1 + . . . + ik .
We introduce a new set of variables AD given by:
AD = {aσ | σ ∈ D} .
Then we introduce the generic D-polynomial as
X
aσ · xi11 · . . . · xikk .
qD =
σ=(ik ,...,ik )∈D

The polynomial qD is an element of the polynomial ring Q[X ∪ AD ]. Note that every
concrete D-polynomial q ∈ Q[X] can be obtained from the generic D-polynomial
qD simply by substituting concrete values aσ ∈ Q, σ ∈ D, for the variables aσ . If
a : σ 7→ aσ and a : σ 7→ aσ , we write qD [a/a] for this substitution.
Instead of computing the weakest precondition of each D-polynomial q separately,
we may compute the weakest precondition of the single generic polynomial qD once
and for all and substitute the concrete coefficients aσ of the polynomials q into the
precondition of qD later. Indeed, we show in [14]:
Theorem 3. Assume p is a polynomial program without procedures and let BD (v), v
program point of p, be the least solution of the constraint system B for p with conjecture
qD at target t. Then q = qD [a/a] is valid at t iff q ′ [a/a] = 0 for all q ′ ∈ BD (start). ⊓
⊔

Clearly, it suffices that q ′ [a/a] = 0 only for a set of generators of BD (start). Still, this
does not immediately give us an effective method of determining all suitable coefficient
vectors, since the precise set of solutions of arbitrary polynomial equation systems are
not computable. We observe, however, in [14]:
Lemma 2. Every ideal BD (u), u a program point, of the least solution of the abstract
constraint system B for conjecture qD at some target node t is generated by a finite set G
of polynomials q where each variable aσ occurs only with degree at most 1. Moreover,
such a generator set can be effectively computed.
⊓
⊔
Thus, the set of (coefficient maps) of D-polynomials which are valid at our target
program point t can be characterized as the set of solutions of a linear equation system. Such equation systems can be algorithmically solved, i.e., finite representations of
their sets of solutions can be constructed explicitly, e.g., by Gaussian elimination. We
conclude:
Theorem 4. For a polynomial program p without procedures and a program point t in
p, the set of all D-polynomials which are valid at t can be effectively computed.
⊓
⊔
As a side remark, we should mention that instead of working with the larger polynomial ring Q[X ∪ AD ], we could work with modules over the polynomial ring Q[X]
consisting of vectors of polynomials whose entries are indexed with σ ∈ D. The operations on modules turn out to be practically much faster than corresponding operations
on the larger polynomial ring itself, see [18] for a practical implementation and preliminary experimental results.

5 Interprocedural Analysis: Transition Invariants
The main question of precise interprocedural analysis is this: how can the effects of
procedure calls be finitely described? An interesting idea (essentially) due to Colon [4]
is to represent effects by polynomial transition invariants. This means that we introduce
a separate copy X′ = {x′1 , . . . , x′k } of variables denoting the values of variables before
the execution. Then we use polynomials to express possible relationships between preand post-states of the execution. Obviously, all such valid relationships again form an
ideal, now in the polynomial ring Q[X ∪ X′ ].
The transformation ideals for assignments, non-deterministic assignments and disequality guards are readily expressed by:
[[xi := p]]♯♯ = h{xj − x′j | j 6= i} ∪ {xi − p[x′ /x]}i
[[xi :=?]]♯♯ = h{xj − x′j | j 6= i}i
[[p 6= 0]]♯♯ = h{p[x′ /x] · (xj − x′j ) | j = 1, . . . , k}i
In particular, the last definition means that either the guard is wrong before the transition
or the states before and after the transition are equal. The basic effects can be composed
to obtain the effects of larger program fragments by means of a composition operation
“◦”. Composition on transition invariants can be defined by:
I1 ◦ I2 = (I1 [y/x′ ] ⊕ I2 [y/x]) ∩ Q[X ∪ X′ ]

where a fresh set Y = {y1 , . . . , yk } is used to store the intermediate values between
the two transitions represented by I1 and I2 and the postfix operator [y/x] denotes renaming of variables in X with their corresponding copies in Y. Note that “◦” is defined
by means of well-known effective ideal operations. Using this operation, we can put up
a constraint system T for ideals of polynomial transition invariants of procedures:
T (v)
T (v)
T (v)
T (v)
T (v)
T (f )

⊆
⊆
⊆
⊆
⊆
⊆

hxi − x′i | i = 1, . . . , ki
[[xi := p]]♯♯ ◦ T (u)
[[xi :=?]]♯♯ ◦ T (u)
[[p 6= 0]]♯♯ ◦ T (u)
T (f ) ◦ T (u)
T (v)

v is entry point
(u, v) is labeled with xi := p
(u, v) is labeled with xi :=?
(u, v) is labeled with p 6= 0
(u, v) calls f
v exit point of f

f () :

Main :

3

0
y := 0

y := y ∗ x

1

x := x + 1

4
f ()

2

Fig. 3. A simple program with procedures.

Example 3. Consider the program from Fig. 3. We calculate:
T (f ) = hx − x′ , y − y′ i ∩
hx − x′ − 1, y − y′ · x′ i ∩
hx − x′ − 2, y − y′ · x′ · (x′ + 1)i ∩
...
= h0i
Using this invariant for analyzing the procedure main, we only find the trivial transition
invariant 0. On the other hand, we may instead inline the procedure f as in Fig. 4. A

Main :

3

0
y := 0

y := y ∗ x

1

x := x + 1

4

Fig. 4. The inlined version of the example program.

corresponding calculation of the transition invariant of main yields:
T (Main) = hx − x′ , yi ∩
hx − x′ − 1, yi ∩
hx − x′ − 2, yi ∩
...
= hyi
Thus for this analysis, inlining may gain precision.

⊓
⊔

Clearly, using transition invariants incurs the same problem as forward propagation
for intraprocedural analysis, namely, that fixpoint iteration may result in infinite decreasing chains of ideals. Our minimal example exhibited two more problems, namely
that the composition operation is not continuous, i.e., does not commute with greatest
lower bounds of descending chains in the second argument, and also that a less compositional analysis through inlining may infer more valid transition invariants.
To be fair here, it should be noted that Colon did not propose to use ideals for representing transition invariants. Colon instead considered pseudo-ideals, i.e., ideals where
polynomials are considered only up to a given degree bound. This kind of further abstraction solves the problems of infinite decreasing chains as well as missing continuity
— at the expense, though, of further loss in precision. Colon’s approach, for example,
fails to find a nontrivial invariant in the example program from Fig. 3 for Main.

6 Interprocedural Analysis: Backward Propagation
Due to the apparent weaknesses of the approach through polynomials as transition invariants, we propose to represent effects of procedures by pre-conditions of generic
polynomials. Procedure calls are then dealt with through instantiation of generic coefficients. Thus, effects are still described by ideals — over a larger set of variables (or by
modules; see the discussion at the end of Section 4). Suppose we have chosen some finite set D ⊆ Nk0 of exponent tuples and assume that the polynomial p = pD [a/a] is the
D-polynomial that is obtained from the generic D-polynomial through instantiation of
the generic coefficients with a. Assume further that the effect of some procedure call is

given by the ideal I ⊆ Q[X ∪ AD ] = hq1 , . . . , qm i. Then we determine a precondition
of p = 0 w.r.t. to the call by:
I (p) = hq1 [a/a], . . . , qm [a/a]i
This definition is readily extended to ideals I ′ generated by D-polynomials. There is no
guarantee, though, that all ideals that occur at the target program points v of call edges
(u, v) will be generated by D-polynomials. In fact, simple examples can be constructed
where no uniform set D of exponent tuples can be given. Therefore, we additionally
propose to use an abstraction operator W that splits polynomials appearing as postcondition of procedure calls which are not D-polynomials.
We choose a maximal degree dj for each program variable xj and let
D = {(i1 , . . . , ik ) | ij ≤ dj for i = 1, . . . , k}
The abstraction operator W takes generators of an ideal I and maps them to generators
of a (possibly) larger ideal W(I) which is generated by D-polynomials. In order to
construct such an ideal, we need a heuristics which decomposes an arbitrary polynomial
q into a linear combination of D-polynomials q1 , . . . , qm :
q = r1 q1 + . . . + rm qm

(1)

We could, for example, decompose q according to the first variable:
s(d1 +1)

q = q0′ + x1d1 +1 · q1′ + . . . + x1

· qs′

where each qi′ contains powers of x1 only up to degree d1 and repeat this decomposition
with the polynomials qi′ for the remaining variables. Given a decomposition (1), we have
q ∈ hq1 , . . . , qm i. Therefore, we can replace every generator of I by D-polynomials in
order to obtain an ideal W(I) with the desired properties.
We use the new application operator as well as the abstraction operator W to generalize our constraint system B to a constraint system E for the effects of procedures:
E(u)
E(u)
E(u)
E(u)
E(u)
E(f )

⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇

hqD i
[[xi := p]]T (E(v))
[[xi :=?]]T (E(v))
[[p 6= 0]]T (E(v))
E(f )(W(E(v)))
E(u)

u is exit point
(u, v) labeled with xi := p
(u, v) labeled with xi :=?
(u, v) labeled with p 6= 0
(u, v) calls f
u entry point of f

Example 4. Consider again the example program from Fig. 3. Let us choose d = 1
where p1 = ay + bx + c. Then we calculate for f :
E(f ) = hay + bx + ci ⊕
hayx + b(x + 1) + ci ⊕
hayx(x + 1) + b(x + 2) + ci ⊕
hayx(x + 1)(x + 2) + b(x + 3) + ci ⊕
...
= hay, b, ci

This description tells us that for a linear identity ay + bx + c = 0 to be valid after a call
to f , the coefficients b and c necessarily must equal 0. Moreover, either coefficient a
equals 0 (implying that the whole identity is trivial) or y = 0. Indeed, this is the optimal
description of the behavior of f with polynomials.
⊓
⊔
The effects of procedures as approximated by constraint system E can be used to
check a polynomial conjecture qt at a given target node t along the lines of constraint
system B. We only have to extend it by extra constraints dealing with function calls.
Thus, we put up the following constraint system:
R(t)
R(u)
R(u)
R(u)
R(u)
R(f )
R(u)

⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇
⊇

hqt i
[[xi := p]]T (R(v))
[[xi :=?]]T (R(v))
[[p 6= 0]]T (R(v))
E(f )(W(R(v)))
R(u)
R(f )

(u, v) labeled with xi := p
(u, v) labeled with xi :=?
(u, v) labeled with p 6= 0
(u, v) calls f
u entry point of f
(u, ) calls f

This constraint system again has a least solution which can be computed by standard
fixpoint iteration. Summarizing, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5. Assume p is a polynomial program with procedures. Assume further that
we assert a conjecture qt at program point t.
Safety: 1. For every procedure f , the ideal E(f ) represents a precondition of the
identity pD = 0 after the call.
2. If the ideal R(Main) equals {0}, then the conjecture qt is valid at t.
Completeness: If during fixpoint computation, all ideals at target program points v of
call edges (u, v) are represented by D-polynomials as generators, the conjecture
is valid only if the ideal R(Main) equals {0}.
The safety-part of Theorem 5 tells us that our analysis will never assure a wrong
conjecture but may fail to certify a conjecture although it is valid. According to the
completeness-part, however, the analysis algorithm provides slightly more information:
if no approximation steps are necessary at procedure calls, the analysis is precise. For
simplicity, we have formulated Theorem 5 in such a way that it only speaks about
checking conjectures. In order to infer valid polynomial identities up to a specified degree bound, we again can proceed analogous to the intraprocedural case by considering
a generic postcondition in constraint system R.

7 Equality Guards
In this section, we discuss methods for dealing with equality guards p = 0. Recall,
that in presence of equality guards, the question whether a variable is constantly 0 at
a program point or not is undecidable even in absence of procedures and with affine
assignments only. Thus, we cannot hope for complete methods here. Still, in practical
contexts, equality guards are a major source of information about values of variables.

0
x := 0

1
x = 10

x := x + 1

2

Fig. 5. A simple for-loop.

Consider, e.g., the control flow graph from Fig. 5. Then, according to the equality guard,
we definitely know that x = 10 whenever program point 2 is reached. In order to deal
with equality guards, we thus extend forward analysis by the constraints:
F (v) ⊆ [[p = 0]]♯ (F (u))

(u, v) labeled with p = 0

where the effect of an equality guard is given by:
[[p = 0]]♯ I = I ⊕ hpi
This formalizes our intuition that after the guard, we additionally know that p = 0
holds. Such an approximate treatment of equality guards is common in forward program analysis and already proposed by Karr [11]. A similar extension is also possible
for inferring transition invariants. The new effect is monotonic. However, it is, no longer
distributive, i.e., it does not commute with intersections. Due to monotonicity, the extended constraint systems F as well as T still have greatest solutions which provide safe
approximations of the sets of all valid invariants and transition invariants in presence of
equality guards, respectively.
Example 5. Consider the program from Fig. 5. For program point 1 we have:
F (1) = hxi ∩ hx − 1i ∩ hx − 2i ∩ . . .
= {0}
Accordingly, we find for program point 2,
F (2) = {0} ⊕ hx − 10i
= hx − 10i
Thus, given the lower bound {0} for the infinite decreasing chain of program point 1,
we arrive at the desired result for program point 2.
⊓
⊔

It would be nice if also backward analysis could be extended with some approximate
method for equality guards. Our idea for such an extension is based on Lagrange multipliers. Recall that the weakest precondition for validity of q = 0 after a guard p = 0
is given by:
(p = 0) ⇒ (q = 0)
which, for every λ, is implied by:
q+λ·p =0
The value λ is called a Lagrange-multiplier and can be arbitrarily chosen. We remark
that a related technique has been proposed in [5] for inferring parametric program invariants. Thus, we define:
[[p = 0]]T (q) = hq + p · λi

(2)

where a different formal multiplier λ is chosen for every occurrence of an equality
guard. Similar to the treatment of generic postconditions, the parameters λ will occur
linearly in a suitably chosen set of generators for the precondition ideal at program start
where they can be chosen appropriately.
Example 6. Again consider the program from Fig. 5 and assume that we are interested
in identities up to degree 1 at the exit point of the program. Thus we start with the
generic polynomial ax + b = 0 at node 2. This gives us for program point 1:
B1 (1) = h(a + λ) · x + b − 10λi ⊕
h(a + λ) · x + a + λ + b − 10λi
= ha + λ, b − 10λi
Choosing λ = −a, we obtain b = −10a. Therefore all multiples of the polynomial
x − 10 are valid identities for program point 2.
⊓
⊔
Instead of using a single variable λ as a Lagrange multipliers we could also use an
entire polynomial. This means that we use in (2) a generic polynomial qD (for some set
D of exponent tuples) instead of the variable λ for each equality guard p = 0:
[[p = 0]]T (q) = hq + p · qD λi
where we use new variables AD = {aσ | σ ∈ D} in qD for each equality guard. Now,
all the variables in AD can be adjusted in the computed weakest precondition. This may
lead to more precise results – at the price of a more expensive analysis.

8 Discussion
We have summarized forward and backward iteration methods for inferring valid polynomial identities. In absence of procedure calls, we arrived at a rather clear picture: we
exhibited a finite constraint system which precisely characterizes the set of all valid
polynomial identities in a polynomial program. Due to possibly infinite decreasing

chains of ideals, it is currently open whether the greatest solution of this constraint
system can effectively be computed. On the other hand, backward analysis based on
weakest precondition computations relies on increasing chains of ideals — allowing us
to decide whether any given conjecture at a program point is valid. Also, this enables
us to effectively find all valid polynomial identities up to a given degree.
In presence of procedure calls, the picture is less clear. The natural extension of
the intraprocedural forward propagation suggests to use ideals of polynomial transition
invariants to describe effects of procedures. The composition operation for such ideals,
though, turned out to be non-continuous. Also, our example shows that using polynomial transition invariants may not be precise, i.e., may miss some valid polynomial
identities. Therefore, we considered a generalization of backward analysis which describes effects of procedures by means of preconditions of generic polynomials. Here,
we obtained a precise finite characterization of identities of some given form only if
in the polynomials occurring during the analysis at procedure exits the degrees of the
variables are bounded. Note that this approach can be considered as a smooth generalization of the methods in [15] for affine programs where all occurring polynomials are
known to have bounded degree.
It still remains open whether precise techniques can be found for lifting the degree
bound in the general intraprocedural case. It is also unclear how to deal with recursive
programs precisely if the degrees of weakest preconditions grow arbitrarily.
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